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Two novel Energy Saving Solutions
•Use of White 



















• Why convert light to electricity and back?• How can we have economic displays in 
remote areas (without access to electricity) 
such as highways.• Proposed a novel display without external 
power.  Provisional patent was submitted 
through UNLV in May 2006.• The idea is to generate a display using solar 
or ambient light. The display consists of a light 
collector, plastic fibers/scanners to convey 
light to the pixels and electronic or mechanical 
mask to generate the video output.• Successive improvements will use 






y A typical SUNLIGHT Direct system  HSL 3010 
produces 50,000 lumens (lights up 1000 sq. 
ft.)
y If you use this system, we can light up a 4’ x 
4’ LED board with 1” pitch to maximum 
brightness
y Cost estimates are hard to make, but with a 
mature technology ready for 
commercialization, cost for a comparable 
LED display will be at least 5 times smaller.
Advantages…
•No need for electricity
•No conversion efficiency issues
•Works great for mostly sunny places
•Works great for Southwestern US in 
summer when the demand for power is 
great
•Can operate in remote places (on highways 
etc.) without access for utilities.
•Estimates indicate it can be cheaper when 
commercialized.
Limitations
•Works only during daylight hours
•Works only on sunny days
•Several engineering issues to be resolved
Future Work
•Check the efficiency improvement due to RGBW 
set-up over RGB set-up
•Build a powerless display using SUNLIGHT Directs 
solar concentrator
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